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WILY TECHNOLOGY OFFERS BREAKTHROUGH WEB APPLICATION PERFORMANCE MONITOR
Wily Browser Response Time Adapter™ provides real-time visibility into actual end-user browser
requests

BRISBANE, Calif. — April 18, 2005 — Wily Technology, the leader in enterprise application management,
today announced availability of the Wily Browser Response Time (BRT) Adapter™ for monitoring Web
application response to end-user browser requests. Wily’s BRT Adapter is the first performance monitor
to provide full, component-level transaction visibility from the browser to back-end systems with no
hardware, no synthetic transactions, no application code changes, no security risk and with low overhead.
The Wily BRT Adapter is integrated with Wily Introscope®, the market-leading application monitoring and
management tool, and is fully functional out of the box.
"IT organizations seeking to maximize performance and availability of the new generation of composite Web
applications will need to consider tools that enable end-to-end transaction visibility," said Cameron
Haight, Research Vice President, Gartner, Inc. "These tools should not only detect problems with end
user performance, but also be able to effectively determine the cause of these issues, be it related to
Java applications, in connected back-end systems or at the network layer."
Wily’s BRT Adapter allows IT operations staff to immediately pinpoint performance problems to either
the network, the Java application or back-end supporting systems, and to alert the right support staff
for quick resolution. It can monitor response time by URL-groups, enabling isolation of the specific
business application that is suffering; and, it can monitor response time by IP-address, helping identify
which specific group of users are experiencing problems. The Wily BRT Adapter is automatic. It requires
no hardware or code changes, no HTML editing, HTTP manipulation or scripting, and it can find and
configure URL groupings for the user to monitor.
Because it uses no applets, the Wily BRT Adapter poses no additional security risks and does not
negatively impact application performance. Further, the Wily BRT Adapter does not rely on synthetic
transactions, which are incapable of accurately demonstrating how real users are interacting with dynamic
Java systems. Lastly, it inherits Introscope’s proactive alerting and historical reporting
capabilities to integrate easily into existing application management processes.
Wily’s BRT Adapter features include:
•Browser response time monitor for all user requests
•Automatic grouping and reporting of metrics by URL, IP, or Data Center location
•Customizable dashboards
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•Integration with Wily’s Introscope, including alerts and historical reporting
•Support for browsers including Internet Explorer 5.x and 6.x, and Mozilla 1.x
•Support for application servers including IBM WebSphere 5.0, 5.1; BEA WebLogic 6.1, 7.0, 8.1; or any
J2EE 1.3 and Servlet 2.3-compliant application server
About Wily Technology, Inc.
Wily Technology is the market-leading provider of Enterprise Application Management solutions. Wily's
products enable companies to successfully manage their critical Web applications and infrastructure by
providing real-time, end-to-end visibility into the performance and availability of these systems.
Wily’s collaborative management approach allows enterprises to rapidly detect and diagnose application
slowdowns and failures, and better assess the impact of application performance on business success.
This means better customer service, more stable revenue streams, and higher IT productivity. Based on
the strength of its innovation, partnerships, and solid customer base, Gartner, Inc. has placed Wily in
the leader quadrant in the J2EE Application Server Management Magic Quadrant. To learn more about Wily
and Introscope, visit http://www.wilytech.com.
Introscope is a registered trademark and Get Wily and Management 360 are trademarks of Wily Technology,
Inc. Magic Quadrant is a trademark of Gartner Inc. in the United States and other countries. All other
trademarks or registered trademarks herein are property of their respective owners. Other products
mentioned are the trademarks of their respective corporations.
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